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The world was created out of a dance. 
 
At the very start of a long dream, Great Shiva undertook 
the creation of the world. He called together two 
outstanding powers, and one of these powers is in your 
hands. You can name these principles whatever you 
like, according to the way you perceive the world: Good 
and Evil, Order and Chaos, Cold and Hot, Matter and 
Antimatter, or even Light and Shadow. They are but 
multiple perceptions of the same opposed principles. 
Thus, Powers fought for the sake of the Outside, the 
Exxit. With their union and the dance of attraction 
between their elementary particles, The Universe has 
come to life; however, only one of these two powers 
controls it. 
 
COMPONENTS 
 
● 39 reversible hexagonal tiles (red/silver) 
● 8 red stackable discs 
● 8 silver stackable discs 
● Carrying case 

 
SETUP 
 
Form The World by placing 4 hexes in a diamond 
shape, with two silver hexes touching, and two red 
hexes separated by the two silver. 
 

 
 
GENERAL RULES 
 
1. Any stack with your disc on top is considered your 

stack. 
 
2. The World is surrounded by a perimeter of tileless 

hexes, which are considered perimeter spaces. 
 

PLAY 
 
Silver plays first. 
 
On your turn, you must do the first, and only the first of 
the following actions that you can do: 
 

1. If a Destruction Dance is possible, you must make 
the one of your choice, respecting the following: 
If any possible Destruction Dances would drop discs 
on perimeter spaces, you must choose one of those. 

 
2. Build The World: Either Enlarge The World or 

Place a Disc. 
 
3. Pass. 

 
1. DESTRUCTION DANCE 
 
A Destruction Dance entails picking up your stack, and 
moving in a straight, “orthogonal” line, dropping one disc 
from the bottom on each space (not counting the starting 
space). The following conditions enable and require a 
Destruction Dance: 
 
● There is a straight, unobstructed, “orthogonal” line 

from your stack to an opponent’s stack. 
 
● Your opponent’s stack is not taller than your stack. 
 
● Some disc from your stack will land on your 

opponent’s stack. 
 
● If the top disc(s) of your stack would land in a 

perimeter space, that perimeter space is currently 
empty. 

 

    
 
Example: Consider the 2-tall silver stack. To its left, there is a 3-tall red 

stack; because the 3-stack is taller, it cannot cause a Destruction 
Dance. Above it, there is a red 1-stack, but it is too far away for a 

Destruction Dance to drop a disc on it; it cannot cause a Destruction 
Dance. To its right, there is a red 2-stack, no taller than, and close 

enough to the silver 2-stack. Silver must do a Destruction Dance in that 
direction, as depicted. 

 

           
 

Example: Silver must do a Destruction Dance that drops a stack (of 1, 
as it turns out) onto a perimeter space. As a result, now Red will also 

have to do a Destruction Dance. 
 

 
 

Example: Silver cannot do a Destruction Dance, because Silver would 
need to drop discs in the perimeter space, and the perimeter space is 

already occupied. 
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Example: There are 3 different Destruction Dances the silver 2-stack 
can do, and 1 the silver 1-stack can do; however, one of the 2-silver’s 
Destruction Dances would drop discs in a perimeter space, so this is 

the one Silver must do. 
  
2. BUILD THE WORLD 
 
If you could not do a Destruction Dance, you can build 
The World by enlarging it or placing a disc. 
 
Enlarge The World 
 
Replace any stack (color does not matter) that is off 
the edge of The World and adjacent to 2 or more hex 
tiles with a hex of your color. Stacks on perimeter 
spaces adjacent to this new hex tile now will have 2 or 
more hex tiles adjacent to them; replace these, as well. 
…and so on, until the cascade is complete. Give the 
removed discs to their respective owners. 
 

         
 

Example: Silver’s turn. No Destruction Dance possible, so Silver can 
Build The World by removing the red stack on the perimeter space. 
The silver stack is not an option, because it is adjacent to only 1 hex 

tile. 

 
 

Example: Silver’s turn. Silver can add two silver hex tiles to The World, 
because there are two adjacent stacks on the perimeter, and one of 
them is already adjacent to two hex tiles. First, Silver removes the 

silver stack, and replaces it with a silver hex tile; this causes the red 
stack to be adjacent to 2 hex tiles. So, now it can be replaced with a 

silver hex tile, too. 
 
Place a Disc 
 
Place a Disc of your color on any empty hex tile. 
 
3. PASS 
 
If you could neither do a Destruction Dance nor Build 
The World, you must pass. 
 
 
 

END OF THE GAME 
 
The game is over when any of the following conditions 
occur: 
 
● All hex tiles are part of The World. 
 
● Both players pass consecutively. 
 
● The same position is repeated 3 times. 
 
● One player resigns, which is polite to do when your 

position is hopeless. 
 

SCORING 
 
Unless a player resigns, the player with the higher score 
wins. Look at the “islands” of your color of hex tiles in 
The World. Your largest island (or one of them if it’s tied) 
scores 2 points per hex; all of your other islands score 1 
point per hex. 
 

 
 

Red: 34, Silver: 25, Red wins. 
 
VARIANTS 
 
Different Skill Levels 
 
If one player is stronger than the other, you can set up 
The World differently to balance the game: 
 

                
     Advantage for Red                         Strong advantage for Red 

  
Two Experienced Players 
 
Set up The World by taking turns placing 3 hexes each 
of your respective color. 
 
Blitz Game 
 
With the standard 39 tiles, the game lasts about half an 
hour. You can play with merely 29 tiles for a faster 
game. Beginners can even play a 19-tile game in order 
to get the feel for the game quickly. 


